FIGHTING FOR THE LEGAL RIGHTS OF CONNECTICUT’S MOST VULNERABLE CHILDREN.

OUR MISSION: every child deserves justice, equity and access. The Center’s lawyers protect and promote the legal rights of the poorest and most vulnerable children.
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We can’t thank you enough.

This was a hard year for Connecticut children. Low-income children in particular were besieged by multiple crises, landing at the same time. The COVID-19 pandemic, economic disruption and job loss, explosion of interpersonal violence, surge in children’s mental health conditions, vanishing community supports, and unpredictable school days placed tremendous burdens on vulnerable children and youth.

Young people did their best to adapt, to grow and learn in the face of overwhelming adversity. At the Center for Children’s Advocacy, we did our best to support them. We worked to remove structural inequities and reform oppressive systems so that determined and resilient children could realize their potential.

We modified our engagement strategies to reach children and youth who needed lawyers. Our attorneys checked in frequently with their young clients, met with children and youth outside, helped troubleshoot technology and telephone problems so youth could attend virtual meetings, and provided gift cards to help families meet basic needs.

We updated our strategic plan with an intentional focus on advocacy to advance equity for Black and Latinx children and other children of color.

We strengthened our advocacy for children with behavioral health challenges by opening a new Medical-Legal Partnership office at the Yale Child Study Center.

We secured a special grant from the Connecticut Bar Foundation to scale up and expand statewide our pro bono program that provides undocumented children with representation to help them secure Special Immigrant Juvenile Status and remain in the U.S.

Our legal services and systemic reform advocacy improved conditions for thousands of children and youth across the state.

None of this would have been possible without the steady support of our donors. Thank you for being there for Connecticut’s vulnerable children.

Martha Stone, JD
Executive Director

Claude Mayo
Board Chair
Advocacy for racial justice runs through all of CCA’s work. Pervasive racial and ethnic inequities impact the economic, environmental, and social conditions in which children and youth live. CCA analyzes systemic problems with a racial justice lens, and leads advocacy efforts directly targeting racial injustice.

SHEFF V. O’NEILL EDUCATIONAL EQUITY LAWSUIT

Once again, CCA’s Executive Director Martha Stone, lead counsel in the major civil rights case, Sheff v. O’Neill, began negotiations with the State to develop a long range court settlement which would greatly expand the number of seats available to ensure that any Hartford student who wants to attend a quality integrated magnet school or suburban school through the Open Choice program has that opportunity.

JUVENILE JUSTICE RACIAL AND ETHNIC DISPARITIES (RED) REDUCTION COMMITTEES

CCA continued its wide-ranging and multi-layered advocacy to reduce racial and ethnic disparities in school discipline and juvenile justice. Working in six communities – Bridgeport, Hamden, Hartford, New Haven, Norwalk and Waterbury – CCA co-led RED Reduction Committees that met regularly to analyze school discipline and juvenile justice data to identify points of RED and implement reforms to reduce RED.

CHILD WELFARE RED REDUCTION COMMITTEE

CCA expanded its data-based, locally driven RED Reduction model from the juvenile justice system to the child welfare system. CCA established a Child Welfare RED Reduction Committee and began meeting regularly with leaders from the Judicial Branch, Office of the State Attorney General and Office of the Public Defender to review court data and identify RED in decisions in child welfare cases and develop reforms to reduce disparities. This child welfare group is analyzing court data by race and ethnicity at every point in the child protection system from the time a case is filed in court, to identify points of decision-making where there is RED and develop reforms to reduce RED at those points. CCA also established a Subcommittee of this group that is working to specifically address court culture issues affecting racial disparity in the courts.
CCA’s medical-legal attorneys partnered with health care providers to reduce social, economic and environmental conditions that were harming children’s health. The attorneys provided legal services through health care sites in New Haven, New Britain and Hartford, and provided legal training to health care providers statewide.

EMILIA’S STORY

Five-year-old Emilia (pseudonym) loved to play outside, but because of her autism, she often would run away from her caregivers, not understanding that she needed to stay close to them. Her family was spending a lot of time indoors in their apartment to protect the family from exposure to COVID-19, and Emilia’s parents were concerned that limiting her opportunities to play outside would harm her development. To provide her with outside time, they put up a fence around the backyard of their apartment so she could go outside during the pandemic. The complex’s property manager told the family they had to take the fence down. Emilia’s parents contacted her pediatrician, who called CCA, and our medical-legal attorney worked with Emilia’s parents and her pediatrician to successfully advocate with the housing complex for a reasonable modification. The family was able to keep their fence and Emilia was able to joyfully and safely return to outside play.

ADVOCACY LED TO SYSTEMIC REFORMS

CCA engaged in rigorous multifaceted advocacy with the Public Utilities Regulatory Authority (PURA) to protect low-income children from utility shutoffs when families were unable to pay utility bills. PURA extended a moratorium against utility terminations, expanded protections for families struggling to meet monthly bills and fined United Illuminating and Eversource for violating PURA orders to provide information to families about protection from utility shutoffs for low-income clients. CCA developed informational materials for families and health care providers about protection from utility shutoff, and responded to calls from pediatric providers asking for guidance about helping patients’ families avoid losing utility service.

CCA continued to co-direct the Tax Haven program at Yale New Haven Hospital with Dr. Leslie Sude, a Yale pediatrician. Tax Haven is a Volunteer Income Tax Assistance program embedded in a medical setting, developed by StreetCred, that supports low-income families in filing their income tax returns and maximizing their incomes. This program was particularly important in the last year, as Tax Haven assisted families with applying for and receiving their Economic Impact Payments and worked with families to ensure they began to receive the new monthly Child Tax Credit.
CCA provided legal services to homeless youth to enforce their rights to housing, education, and other essential services, and advocated for systemic reforms to reduce youth homelessness.

**DYSHELLE’S STORY**

18 year-old Dyshelle was “couch surfing” and pregnant, but was managing to work full time and was trying to save enough money to get an apartment before her baby was born to provide a stable home for her child. When she got sick at work and had to go to the hospital, her obstetrician told her she had to reduce some of her physical activity at work if she wanted to have a healthy pregnancy. When Dyshelle tried to return to work, however, her employer ignored her requests for pregnancy accommodations and Dyshelle was forced to quit, leaving her with no income and a fast-approaching due date. Dyshelle didn’t give up, and reached out to CCA for help. She worked closely with her CCA attorney, who represented Dyshelle in a CHRO complaint against her employer, and succeeded in getting the opportunity to return to her job and a monetary settlement that allowed her to set up a stable home for her baby.

**ADVOCACY LED TO SYSTEMIC REFORMS**

CCA co-led advocacy work through the statewide Reaching Home Campaign to generate systemic reforms that increase services and access to housing for youth and young adults experiencing homelessness. In this leadership role, CCA also collaborated with the National Coalition for Juvenile Justice and with partners in Fairfield County to develop a pilot “Minor Homelessness Hub” in Stamford that stabilizes youths’ housing and provides services.

The Mobile Legal Office is a safe and confidential place for teens to get free advice from an attorney and find out about services and support they can get.
CCA attorneys partnered with agencies in some of Connecticut’s most vulnerable communities to reach families whose children were not receiving the educational services they were legally entitled to. Learning from the families’ experiences and from the input of community-based providers, CCA advocated for systemic reforms to improve educational opportunity.

TYRICE’S STORY

Born at 2 pounds, seven-year-old Tyrice (pseudonym) had some physical disabilities and learning challenges. Tyrice loved to socialize and had learned to read. His mom was a strong advocate and had made sure that he had received the special educational services he needed in order to learn. When school moved to remote learning early in the pandemic, his mom tried everything she could think of to help Tyrice continue his progress in school, but his learning issues made remote learning almost impossible. When in-person school resumed in the fall of 2020, because in-person classroom learning posed too many medical risks for Tyrice, the school was only offering a special education remote program with 90 other students. Tyrice’s mom reached out to a CCA attorney, who worked with Tyrice’s mom to advocate for an appropriate education plan for Tyrice. The school agreed to have him learn in a separate classroom in the school with his para-professional and nurse by his side, and regularly check on his progress and success. His school day was gradually extended until Tyrice was able to participate in a school day that was the same length as every other child.

ADVOCACY LED TO SYSTEMIC REFORMS

CCA continued its advocacy to enforce the provisions of the Settlement Agreement in Alicia B. v. Malloy, where CCA addressed failures to provide an adequate education to K – 12th grade students who have been expelled from school. Expulsions were used disproportionately in response to behavior by Black students, and in response to CCA’s advocacy, the State Department of Education unveiled a system to flag school districts with high disproportionality in discipline and develop interventions to reduce racial and ethnic disparities in school discipline. Forty school districts were identified for interventions.

CCA heard multiple stories from youth and parents about youth who wanted to attend a technical high school but were discouraged from applying or outright rejected due to a disability that could easily have been provided for. CCA initiated, advocated for and secured passage of a portion of Public Act 21-144 that revamps the technical school admissions process for students with disabilities so they have a fair opportunity to attend a technical school.
CCA provided holistic legal advocacy for children involved with DCF, enforcing the children’s legal rights in all areas of their lives impacted by their traumatic experiences – education, physical and mental health care and access to family. CCA’s KidsCounsel attorney trainings and technical assistance helped other attorneys also provide outstanding legal representation to children in DCF care, while CCA’s legal clinic and internships for law students helped prepare new lawyers to be strong advocates for children.

JAVARI’S STORY

Six-year-old Javari (pseudonym) was removed from his mother’s care because she could not provide him with a safe home, and placed in foster care. When he met his CCA attorney, Javari spoke up for himself, saying he would like to live with his dad, even though he had only seen his father a few times in his life and they had no relationship at the time. CCA pushed hard for DCF to establish regular visitation for Javari with his father, with the goal of helping Javari achieve his dream of living with his dad one day. Javari’s father quickly began to develop a relationship with Javari and, motivated to have Javari with him full time, completed all of the requirements DCF had established. Because of his father’s hard work and consistent visitation, Javari was able to move to his father’s apartment as a permanent home. Javari’s father is a strong advocate for Javari, and has created stability for him by enrolling him in a magnet school and staying in close contact with the school. Javari and his dad are both happy and thriving.

ADVOCACY LED TO SYSTEMIC REFORMS

In a groundbreaking ruling by the Connecticut Supreme Court, CCA secured the right to request visitation between birth parents and children after parental rights have been terminated. In response to CCA’s advocacy, the Court held that a trial judge has the authority to order post-adoption contact between children and their birth parents, assuming such contact is shown at trial to be in the best interests of the child. Previously, in order to ensure visitation with their children after the child had been adopted, birth parents had to give up their right to a trial and sign an open adoption agreement; these agreements were largely dictated by the interests of the state and the foster parents. Research has found that maintaining contact with the birth family is beneficial for many adopted children and youth.
Youth confined by the justice system face incredibly tough odds upon release. CCA’s unique reentry legal services reached out to incarcerated youth to intervene early to prevent reentry problems, and represented youth throughout their reentry to remove barriers to success and reduce recidivism.

**JOSE’S STORY**

17-year-old José (pseudonym) and his mother had been let down by his school system. Although José had learning disabilities and difficulties focusing and behaving in school, the school system responded to his needs simply by having him repeat a grade in elementary school, and did not provide any special education or support services. His mother fought heroically over the years to keep José engaged with school, but as he entered high school he began being chronically absent from school and his school disengagement and acting out behavior increased until he was arrested and placed in a locked youth facility. When COVID-19 came to Connecticut, the facility limited school to packets of work delivered to José’s cell every two weeks. CCA successfully advocated with the facility to increase his access to teachers, conduct educational testing to identify his educational needs, and develop an appropriate educational reentry plan for when José returned home.

**ADVOCACY FOR SYSTEMIC REFORMS**

CCA partnered with the National Center for Youth Law and the Juvenile Law Center, national organizations with expertise in rights of young people in facilities, to address the Department of Corrections’ practice of placing youth who require COVID-19 medical quarantine into solitary confinement and providing limited access to education and mental health services during the pandemic. CCA and its partners entered into a Settlement Agreement with the State wherein the State agreed to reduce its use of solitary confinement of youth who require COVID-19 medical quarantine, and increase access to appropriate education and mental health services.

CCA attorneys and youth advocates served on the Connecticut Legislature’s Juvenile Justice and Policy Oversight Committee (JJPOC) and its five Subcommittees, advocating through the JJPOC for reforms to the juvenile justice system. These systemic reforms, recommended by the JJPOC and passed into law by the Connecticut Legislature, included measures improving educational services, requiring the Judicial Branch to provide record erasure information to youth and parents, and transferring responsibility for securely housing all under-18-year-olds from the Department of Corrections to the Judicial Branch.
CCA provided holistic advocacy for immigrant children and their families, and continued to be Connecticut’s primary source of free legal representation in matters regarding Special Immigrant Juvenile Status, which allows undocumented children and youth who have been abandoned or abused to remain safely in the U.S.

LILY’S STORY

18-year-old Lilian (a pseudonym) was born in a country in Central America. Lily’s mother worked hard amidst brutal poverty to provide for her children, but there were no resources in her country to protect herself and her children from relentless domestic violence by Lily’s father, who was extremely abusive. When Lily was 16, her father attempted to attack the family with a large knife, threatening to kill Lily, her younger sister and her mother, and her mother made the difficult decision to protect her children by fleeing to the U.S. to seek refuge with a relative. After arriving in the U.S., Lily gave birth to a healthy baby boy. Lily and her son were bonded and Lily was a doting mother, but because she was undocumented, she was at risk of being deported to Central America, where she had no safe place to live and no support. Lily’s mother reached out to CCA, and CCA represented Lily, securing a court order with the necessary findings to support her application for Special Immigrant Juvenile Status.

EMPOWERING PARENTS AS ADVOCATES

CCA partnered with Make the Road Connecticut to provide “Know Your Rights” trainings to parents of children and youth who were learning English as a second language. The trainings provided information about bilingual education rights, helping parents understand their legal rights regarding schools’ actions that interfere with children’s educational achievement and integration into communities. The trainings also taught parents advocacy actions they could use to advocate for their children with the school system to enforce their rights. The final training, via Facebook Live, was viewed more than 300 times.

“Thanks for continuing to empower local parents and the providers who serve them! This training was filled with immensely useful information. I’m looking forward to sustaining our wonderful partnership and connecting parents with CCA’s exceptional resources.”

Renee J. Wright, MBA
FAVOR, Inc.
Steve Reynolds, Chief Ethics Officer & Senior Managing Counsel at Cigna, has graciously offered his time and expertise, as part of the Cigna Legal Volunteer Program, to represent two young brothers from Honduras through CCA’s Special Immigrant Juvenile Status Project. Steve’s diligence and dedication has helped his clients overcome numerous obstacles in their journey to escape danger and abuse in Honduras and build a new life in Connecticut. It’s a family effort - Steve’s wife, Alina Marquez Reynolds, General Counsel and Justice Initiative Deputy Director at the Grace Farms Foundation, has generously dedicated her time to the representation too, translating all interviews and conversations for Steve and his clients. Reflecting on his pro bono experience, Steve says “The courage and resilience of these children and their guardian is remarkable. It is very rewarding to have the opportunity to help children who have experienced tremendous hardship and be a part of their search for a better life.”

After a recent court proceeding, the children’s guardian thanked Steve, Alina and the CCA for their assistance, stating “I am very grateful to you. You have supported me a lot and have devoted your time to my case. You and your organization made me feel very safe. You are angels for us. Thank you very much.”
CCA secured passage of legislation that put Connecticut at the vanguard of progressive systemic change in children’s health and juvenile justice and provided models of reform for other states.

HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE FOR LOW-INCOME CHILDREN REGARDLESS OF IMMIGRATION STATUS

CCA’s multiyear advocacy to expand state-funded Medicaid (HUSKY) to provide health insurance to undocumented children and youth led to passage of Public Act 21-176, which provides HUSKY coverage to undocumented children eight years old and younger beginning in 2023. The new legislation also directs the State to study the feasibility of extending HUSKY coverage to undocumented children aged nine to 18. CCA collaborated with a coalition of healthcare providers, immigration advocates, patient advocacy groups, civil rights organizations and healthcare advocates to successfully advocate for passage of this legislation. In the coming year CCA will continue to work with partners to advocate for the further expansion of HUSKY to cover undocumented children and youth aged 9 through 18.

FAMILY CONNECTIONS FOR YOUTH IN SECURE FACILITIES

CCA initiated and successfully advocated for passage of Public Act 21-54, which makes phone calls to family from youth incarcerated at Manson Youth Institution free for the youth. This advocacy rose from CCA’s structured interviews with justice-involved youth about their experiences reentering from confinement. The youth noted that relationships with family were important for reentry, but the prohibitive cost of phone calls from Department of Corrections facilities prevented them from maintaining regular contact with family. CCA’s framing this issue as important for better reentry planning and reduced recidivism also helped move the entire conversation forward and expand the population that benefited from CCA’s advocacy, as the legislation that was passed provides free phone calls to family from incarcerated adults as well as youth.
YOUTH LEADERSHIP IN SYSTEMIC REFORM

The fight for justice must be led by the youth harmed by injustice. CCA supported youth organizing for systemic change.

“It is not easy to be homeless and it’s more difficult when we don’t have the proper documentation required to get benefits like medical insurance, food stamps, jobs, housing, and even education.... A birth certificate is a primary document you need for almost everything. If you don’t have a birth certificate you can’t get a State ID, which you need for a job.”

Reyna, in testimony to the Public Health Committee, March 29, 2021

YOUTH SPEAKS

Youth SPEAKS, CCA’s group of youth organizers, advocated for systemic reforms in juvenile justice and housing. Youth SPEAKS was forced to meet virtually this year because of the pandemic. CCA staff spent time doing remote troubleshooting of internet connectivity problems in the youths’ homes, and purchased webcams and cell phone minutes to enable youth to participate in meetings remotely. The youth hosted a presentation for CCA staff, organization-wide, where the youth highlighted systemic problems that had been exacerbated by the pandemic, and provided input into the direction of and priorities for CCA’s systemic reform advocacy.

In Youth SPEAKS’s campaign to increase access to housing, the youth used information they had collected through research and meetings with attorneys to identify seven barriers to youth and young adults’ obtaining stable housing. In March, five of the youth organizers – Jacqueline, Matthew, Nathaniel, Tania and Reyna - who had personal experience with homelessness advocated for a legislative change to address one of the barriers: the lack of identification documents. CCA initiated and helped draft a legislative change increasing access to identification documents, and the youth provided compelling testimony to the State Legislature that helped push the proposed law through to passage. The relevant provision of Public Act 21-121 ensures that youth experiencing homelessness, including youth who are doubled up and couch surfing, have access to free state I.D.s and birth certificates.
CCA initiated meetings with the superintendent of Bridgeport Public Schools on critical service deficits for English Language Learners.

CCA continued publication of weekly COVID updates for statewide distribution to pediatric and family medicine providers.

As part of Connecticut’s Reaching Home Youth and Young Adult Homelessness Task group, CCA spearheaded a statewide conference on the impact of COVID on youth homelessness, and implications for the work ahead.

The Connecticut Supreme Court ruled on a case argued at trial and on appeal by CCA attorney Stacy Schleif. In re Ava W. secured the right to request visitation between parents and children after parental rights have been terminated.

CCA attorney Bonnie Roswig successfully represented a medically fragile child with multiple disabilities. The school had insisted on remote attendance but CCA’s legal advocacy secured on-site, supported access.

The Public Utilities Regulatory Authority (PURA) granted CCA’s motion requesting extension of the moratorium against utility terminations.

CCA attorneys worked with the Court Support Services Division to update policies for children in REGIONS programs to focus on community reentry.

CCA’s Medical-Legal Partnership opened a collaboration with Yale Child Study Center and attorney Kathryn Meyer became the first CCA MLP attorney working exclusively with a behavioral health academic center.

CCA forcefully presented at meetings with the State Department of Education, Bureau of Special Education and the Board of Education to address deficiencies regarding remote access for students.

CCA attorneys Stacey Violante Cote and Adam Yagaloff trained providers on the legal rights of minors experiencing homelessness.
CCA convened the annual Statewide Medical-Legal Partnership meeting and presented on multiple critical issues.

CCA executive director Martha Stone and attorneys Adam Yagaloff and Stacy Schleif met with Chief Administrator Judge Bernadette Conway to advocate for proposed changes addressing juvenile court culture and COVID safety protocols.

CCA’s Youth Advocacy Groups talked to CCA staff about critical issues that affect their lives and efforts to effect positive systemic change.

CCA attorney Bonnie Roswig won a favorable decision based on a Complaint filed with the Justice Department against 4H of New London for discrimination against a child with diabetes.

CCA’s Youth Advocacy Groups testified at the state legislature to support proposed bills affecting youth experiencing homelessness.

As a result of CCA attorney Marisa Halm’s systemic advocacy on the Alicia B. Settlement Agreement, the State Department of Education unveiled a system to flag districts with high disproportionality in discipline. Forty districts were identified for interventions.

CCA attorney Bonnie Roswig’s legal advocacy, United Illuminating and Eversource were each fined for violating PURA orders that directed them to provide information about protections for low income families.

CCA’s Pro-Bono Director Sabrina Tavi held a two-day training for 25 attorneys who volunteered to provide representation for undocumented youth in probate court.

CCA Executive Director Martha Stone initiated a Child Welfare Court Welfare Racial Justice Group with the Judicial Department and DCF to focus on racial and ethnic disparities.

CCA’s Immigrant Children’s Justice Project partnered with Make the Road Connecticut to host a Know Your Rights training for parents of English Language Learners.

CCA attorney Stacey Violante Cote was awarded the Reaching Home Campaign’s Reverend Richard Schuster Advocacy Award for her work to improve the lives of Connecticut youth who are homeless.

CCA attorney Marisa Halm was instrumental in securing a Settlement Agreement with the Department of Corrections to improve conditions for young people incarcerated at Manson Youth Institute during the ongoing pandemic.
SPRING FOR KIDS 2021

Spring for Kids was a tremendous success and together we raised over $100,000! Friends and colleagues gathered to enjoy a beautiful day at the Riverfront Boathouse in Hartford.

It was an honor to recognize our Champions of Children Awardees:

Enid Rey  
CEO and President  
BRAVE Consulting Solutions

State Senator
Gary Winfield  
Chief Deputy Majority Leader; Chair, Judiciary Committee

Hector Rivera  
Chief Executive Officer  
Our Piece of the Pie (OPP)

We were inspired by the memorable stories of resilience shared by our youth speakers.

With tremendous gratitude we thank our sponsors!

CVS Health  
Wiggin & Dana, LLP  
Shipman & Goodwin, LLP  
McCarter & English, LLP  
Locke Lord, LLP  
Silver, Golub & Teitell, LLP  
Goodwin University  
Dechert LLP  
Casper & de Toledo LLC  
Capitol Region Education Council  
Founders Technology Group, LLC
CCA SHOUT OUTS!

A happy birthday party for CCA client Kiandra! When Kiandra was having a tough time at school because of bullying, CCA Attorney Bonnie Roswig worked with her, her family, and her local school district to produce an education plan to help Kiandra learn effectively while feeling safe at school.

CCA’s attorneys do whatever they can to help their clients. Sometimes, this means assisting them in matters outside legal cases – such as getting vaccinated. W.C. is a long-time CCA client; CCA attorneys started representing him and his brother in 2016, and attorney Jay Sicklick took over his case a few years later. W.C. was hesitant to get the COVID-19 vaccine, but after talking about it with Jay, the Director of CCA’s Medical-Legal Partnership Project, he decided to get vaccinated.

For W.C., a lack of reliable transportation was one of the major barriers to getting vaccinated. When Jay heard about this, he drove W.C. to a local pharmacy to get his vaccine. Congratulations, W.C.!

CCA Attorney Sabrina Tavi with client James and his mother Ingrid (names changed) in front of Danbury Probate Court after securing a Special Immigrant Juvenile Status (SIJS) probate order, an important milestone in helping James apply for SIJS and on his path to citizenship.

“Just as ripples spread out when a single pebble is dropped into water, the actions of individuals can have far reaching effects.” –Dalai Lama.

When one friend of CCA attorney, Stacy Schleif reached out to her after receiving one of our mailings, asking what she and her neighbors could do to help out this holiday season, we had no idea it would amount to this! With permission from one of her clients, Stacy shared his story… he had just been moved to a new foster home and virtually none of his belongings moved with him. Less than a week later, the neighborhood had come together to provide what will surely be a most memorable holiday for Stacy’s client, his foster father, and his three foster brothers. When all was said and done, this one single street – historically known for its generosity and sense of community – had donated enough to purchase two (TWO!) carloads full of food, clothes, books, gift cards, blankets, countless hand-me-downs, and even a new phone for her client (including months of prepaid service) – something that is always a huge hurdle for the youth we work with, and so essential for being able to keep in touch. The group of neighbors was as thrilled to be able to help out, as the boys were to receive.

Thank you to our friend Maya Palanki, the founder of Hope for Human Rights, who created a fundraiser with eight schools around CT to raise money for four non-profits! We were so grateful to have been chosen as a recipient and appreciate your very generous donation!
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**THIS YEAR IN REVIEW**

Provided **1,011** children and youth with legal information and legal services.

Served children from **65** different Connecticut towns, in all eight counties in Connecticut.

Provided more than **250** legal consultations to healthcare, education and social service providers about specific cases.

Trained more than **800** health care, social service and other professionals to improve their ability to advocate for the children they serve.

Provided children’s education rights trainings to more than **150** parent participants.

Provided training on representing immigrant children to **25** pro bono attorneys who will provide no-cost representation to immigrant children eligible for Special Immigrant Juvenile Status.

Provided **28** youth advocates with advocacy training and youth organizing groups.

Provided consultation on implementing a restorative justice program to **9** youth facilities housing juvenile justice-involved youth. A Department of Corrections (DOC) survey of correctional officers reported that **62%** of youth incarcerated in the DOC facility had improved behavior after the facility implemented restorative justice practices.

**FINANCIAL REPORT**

92% of every dollar raised goes directly to services for the poorest and most vulnerable children and youth. Center for Children’s Advocacy has a GOLD rating on GuideStar.

**INCOME**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grants/Contributions</td>
<td>1,650,349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fees/Contracts</td>
<td>563,356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>329,867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>2,543,572</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXPENSES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Programs/Services</td>
<td>2,191,402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other/Administrative</td>
<td>190,557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>2,381,959</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Net Profit/Loss: **161,613**
# THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING OUR WORK!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>hers with a description of the organizations and individuals.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| $50,000+ | 1848 Foundation  
Connecticut Bar Foundation  
Connecticut Children’s (Medical Center)  
Connecticut Health Foundation  
Connecticut Judicial Branch Court  
Support Services Division  
Hartford Foundation for Public Giving  
Herbert & Neil Singer Foundation  
Melville Charitable Trust  
Office of the Child Public Defender  
The Tow Foundation  
Yale New Haven Hospital |
| $10,000 - $49,999 | American Savings Foundation  
Center for Advocacy Research & Education  
Children’s Community Programs of CT Community Chest of New Britain and Berlin  
The Community Foundation for Greater New Haven  
Kathryn Emmett & David Golub  
Ensworth Charitable Foundation  
Fairfield County’s Community Foundation  
Karen Lubitz  
Joseph E. Lubitz Foundation  

cleanor Ohlson  

catherine Forman  

Mary Beth Colosky  

Robert & Margaret Allen  

Aviva Luria & Mathew Enjal ран  

Rebecca Matthews JD  

Dwight Merriman  

Mary Lee Morrison  

John Motley  

Office of the Healthcare Advocate  

Patricia Pac & Paul Letendre  

Maria & Robert Panza  

Veronica Pereira  

Nancy and Michael Rion Fund  

Ritter Family Fund  

Stephanie Robiner & David Miner  

Rod Rodriguez  

Kenneth Rosenthal & Catherine Forman  

Philanthropic Fund  

Barbara Rosin  

Lolac Rossi Charitable Foundation, Inc.  

Dela Ry  

Karen Rubin  

R YASAP  

Marge & Burt Seiferfeld  

Sive Oug & Siesel  

Karen Snyder  

Andres Spencer  

Helene & Felix Springer  

Stockman O’Connor & Connors  

Tokio Marine HCC  

Joanne Tatem  

Mary von Herrmann & David Funkhouser  

Maureen Weaver & Robert Leighton  

Michael Wilder  

LaMarte Williams  

Zachs Family Foundation |
| $5,000 - $9,999 | American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers - CT Chapter  
MaryBeth & Doug Colosky  
Community Foundation of Middlesex County  
CVS Health  
Department of Children & Families  
The Ellen Jeanne Goldfarb Memorial Charitable Trust  
Episcopal Church Women Diocese in Connecticut  
Laura Heneghan  
Locke Lord, LLP  
McCarta & English, LLP  
Shipman & Goodwin, LLP  
Stuart Warner Giving Fund  
Wiggin & Dana, LLP |
| $1,000 - $2,499 | Dr. Robert Alexander  
William Asbury  
Beazley Group  
Ann & Lance Beizer  
Allison & Jay Bombara  
Hollice Brooks & Thomas Lorch  
Elena & Michael Byrne  
Cava & Joseph Castagnaro  
Charter Oak Health Center  
Joan & David Cooney  
CT Hispanic Bar Association  
Day Pitney, LLP  
Marzena & Marco D’Occhio  
Sarah Down & Suman Ravuri  
Alexandria Dufresne  
Laura G. Einstein  
Cathy Foley-Geist & Andrew Geib  
Founders Technology Group, LLC  
Hope for Human Rights  
Marcia Howard  
Robin & Dr. Andrew Keller  
Konover Coppa Family Fund  
Law Office of Maria Luisa de Castro Foden  
Jo Ann Mascolo  
Sarin Mathur  
Max Cares Foundation  
Tomille Miller & Val Rossetti  
Denis J. & Britta R. Nayden Gift Fund  
Nemaski Kaufman Family Fund  
Joanne & Dennis Nordstrom  
Our Piece of the Pie  
Galo Rodriguez  
Kenneth Rosenthal & Catherine Forman Philanthropic Fund  
Mark Scheinberg  
Alyse & Jay Sicklick |
| $500 - $999 | 9 Hole Women’s Golf Group  
Dr. Catherine Arnold & John Bozzi  
B & M Tree Service LLC  
Back East Brewing  
Bank of America Charitable Foundation  
Law Office of Terry Bedard LLC  
Berkham-Hill Charitable Fund  
Peggy Carey Best & Jonathan Best  
Katherine & William Gloss  
Sherry L Brown - Martzghi Family Fund  
Brown Rudnick LLP  
Leslie Bullion & Dr. Rubin Hirsch  
Bert Connren  
Amanda Cross  
CT Chapter of AILA, Inc.  
Laura & Timothy Curry  
William Dow  
John Duane  
Sheila & Paul Dworkin  
Kristen Ears  
Finn Nightingale Family Fund  
Lynn & Richard Fletcher  
Anne & David Francis  
Laura Ann Frongil  
The Brenda & Joe Garrison Donor Fund  
Jeffrey Gracer  
Green & Sklarz  
Donald L. Hamer  
The Hartford  
Leah Hartman  
Regina, Hanwell  
Nina Horowitz & Richard Sussman  
John Horr  
Integral Industries  
Joanne T. Jackson & Katy Wood  
Legacy Foundation of Hartford, Inc.  
Dr. Kathy Kalkbrenner  
Karen Kellerman & Peter Arakas  
Berwyn Kelley  
Ginny Kim  
Charlotte Kinloch & Anne Stanback  
Stephanie Kirven  
Roberta & Lew Kurantzik  
Lynn & Doug Knight  
The Sonal & Panja Kornai Charitable Fund  
Legacy Foundation of Hartford, Inc.  
Hogdon/Leventhal Giving Fund  
Sofa LeWitz  
Darcy Lowell Giving Fund |
| $250 - $499 | Elizabeth & Jeffrey Alquist  
Abigail Anderson  
Ann Anderson  
Andrew Ramage  
Patricia Baker & Ira Kushner  
Hannah Benton  
Deborah & Lawrence Berliner  
Jill Bicks  
Hugh Blumenfeld  
Julia & Adam Borgida  
Kate Boucher  
Susan Boulaw-Gelfand  
Melissa & Peter Bowman  
Jane & Terry Brady  
Dr. John Brancato  
Maria & Daniel Berretten  
Susan J. Bryson & Larry P. Nadel Fund  
CA White, Inc.  
Cox & Osowiecki, LLC  
Nancy & Jim Cox  
Susan Creamer & Jon Schoenhorn  
CT State Department of Education  
Bill Davis  
David Doot  
Allison & Bruce Doubt  
Lisa Jean Eade  
Mary Jane Eisen & Robert Yass  
Joyce & Richard Ellis  
Mary Ann & James Emswiler  |
THANK YOU Contributions received July 1, 2020—June 30, 2021

The Simon Konover Company
Stanley Twardy
Tzedakah House, LLC
Valstar International LLC
Michael Violante & Allison Zack Gift Fund
Voya Financial
Anita & Herbert Weinblatt
Jennifer Wilcox
Emily & Marvin Williams
Rachel & Stephen Wizner
Yvette Young
Cedy Ziegler
Michael J. Zipp & Family Charitable Fund

Donna G. Cambria Consulting, LLC
Bill & Kathy Carbone
Linda Carosella
Kathleen Carr
Marianne & Timothy Carroll
Barbara Cates Bliss
Central Pediatrics & Adolescent Med.
Ena Chambers
Noreen Channels & Donald Galbraith
Karen Cheyne & Robert Brunell
Bruce Chudwick
Jeanne Milstein & JoAnn Church
Leslie Clark
Jeremy Cline
Lynn Cochrane
Bonita Cohen
Mary Claire Collier
Connecticut Bar Foundation
Claudia & Sam Connor
Bernadette Conway & Frank Iannotti
Catherine Corto-Mergins
Claude Cote
Audrey & Rep. Joseph Courtney
David Cousins
Lisa Cross
Lynn Curtiss
Patricia & Eric Daniels
Mary Jane & Paul DeFilippo
Lynne DeLucia Millea
Rowena & Donald Dery
Dolan Divorce Lawyers, PLLC
Vannessa Dorantes
Tanya Dorman
Hon. Anne Dranginis
Robert Dudley
Darlene Dunbar & Carol Bozena
Julia Dunlop
Sarah & Matt Eagan
Nancy Erls
Marilyn Fagelson
Annie Feinberg
Feinstein Education Law Group
Joan Feldman & Martin Keibel
Stanley & Susan Fellman Trust Fund
Susan & John Ferguson
Carianna Field
Jonathan Field
Jean Fiorito
Nancy Fischbach
Stephanie Fitzgerald & Frank Cochran
Maureen Flanagan
John Flanders
Cathy Foley-Geib & Andrew Geib
Mary-Jane Foster
Lynn Fountain
Holly & Robert Francis
Lori Fresina
Deborah Fried
Deborah Fuller & Gary Roberge
Carolyn & Leslie Gabel-Brett
Steven Gale
Anna & Bryan Garsten
Heather Gates
Philip Gentry
Marjorie & Frank Gilles
Give Back Foundation

$100 - $249
Michelle Adams
Alan Addley
Anne & Richard Adler
Lucille Albert
Alsup Family Fund of the Princeton Area Community Foundation
Anago Cleaning Systems
Rebecca & Martin Anderson
Jonathan Anderson
Ann Marie & Todd Andrews
Barbara & Raymond Andrews
Gary Antigiovanni
Carrie Berman & Ronald Apter
Dr. Andrea Asnes
Laurie & Aaron Bayer
Alison Quinn-Beitscher
Bethany Berger
Bonnie Berk
Brittany Berkey
Rita Berksom
Kathleen Berry
Meg Bloom & Linda Draven
Elizabeth Bobrick
Sally Booth
Jula Bradley
Mary & Francis Brady
Mark & Leslie Briggs Charitable Account
Marie & John Brittain
Kay Taylor-Brooks & Rudolph Brooks
Tracy & Sam Broomer
Brown-Goldfarb Bunch
Camille Brown & Jonathan Koff
Elizabeth Brown
Marcia Bruebeck
Joyce & Harold Buckingham Jr.
Judith & Roger Bunker
Emily Byrne
Laurie & Richard Cahill
Blanche Capilos & David Belden

Cynthia Glasser & Phil Putnam
Loren Godfrey
Thomas Goldberg
Theresa Goode
Brendan Gooley
Nora Grais-Clements
Lisa Grumet & Mark Daly
L Philip Guzman
Susan Hamilton
Julia Harrigan
Sally & Robert Harvey
Jackie & John Hastings
Caroline Hendel
Jeanmarie Hester Cooper
Sylvia Ho
Mary Holland
Chloe & Wesley Horton
Sara Houldcroft
Sybil & Andrew Houlding
Gregory Howard
Indeed
Phyllis Hyman & David Fink
Bud Jason
Tina Jefferson
Jill Jensen
Albert Johnson
Cynthia & Winston Johnson
Gary Johnson
Kristina Jordan
Dr. Patricia Joyce
Michele Kaczmarek
Emily Kagan
Maryanne & David Kane
Barry Kasdan
Pamela & Ross Kaufman
Cassandra & Douglas Keith
John Kennedy
John Khalil
Tanya Kimball Genn
Judith King & Stephen Gryc
Richard Kisiel
Peter Kochal
Charlotte Koskoff
Dyan Kozacka
Gretchen Krakij
Patricia & Frederick Krug
Michael Kurs
Nancy & Jerome Lahman
Jennifer Lapteiw Williams
Vincent LaRocca
Jay Levin
Margaret Levy
Kathleen Means & Bernard Lidestri
Ruthie & Avi Lipman
Linda Lock
Dinora Lopez
Ashera & Costas Loukellis
Lois Luddy
Palma & Brian Lynch
Carole & Alan Mackenzie
Marie MacLean
Rona Makoff & Ethan Goller
Donna & Ray Mancuso
Gail & David Mangs
Deborah & Paul Marcuson
Michele & Ernest Mattei
Donna & Brian Matteo
Alice & Edward Mattison
Charleen Merced Agosto
John Merz
Kathryn Scheinberg-Meyer & Eddie Meyer
Rosaleen & Edwin Meyer
Hersh & Meyers Family Fund
Kathleen Miller & James Hennessey
Nancy & David Miller
Dr. Julio Morales, Jr.
Patricia Walker & Ellen Morgan
Pam Morrow
Anne & Bob Mueller
Fernando Muniz
Melinda Murray & Robert MacDougall
Dr. Lisa Namerow & Fred Tilden
LeeAnn Neal & Pelagio Silva
Angela & Russell Nelson
Eboni Nelson
Ann & Kent Nevins
Gladys Nieves
John Nolan
Erika Nowaskowski
Terry Nowaskowski
Anne & Robert O’Brien
Kyle Odin
Meredith O’Keefe
Stacie & Doug Oebre
James Owens
Ellen Paltiel
John Papandrea, MD
Lindsay Paul
Susan & Michael Peck
Edward Peña
Dr. Michael Perl
Catherine & Nicolas Perna
Patricia Petry
Lynne Pierson
The Planned Giving Group of Connecticut, Inc.
Laura Hastings & Robert Plant
Nancy Polk & Jack Hasegwa
Hon. Maureen Price-Boreland
Lucy Potter & Timothy Everett
Bette Rafferty
Joanne Ramey
Marc Ramirez
Christine Rapillo
Raytheon Technologies
Reich Family Charitable Fund
Danielle & Rick Reichert
Reid & Rege, PC
Chelsea Reis
Lind Remmele
Judith Resnik & Dennis Curtis
Endicott
Margaret & Charles Rich
Clarine Nardi Riddle
John Ritter
deve Rodriguez
Florence Roisman
David Rosen & Associates PC
Julia Rosenberg
Anne Rosenthal & Noah Bloom
Erik and Jean Rosenthal Philanthropic Fund
Harvey & Diane Ruben Family Fund
Susan Rubin
Lauren Ruth
Samantha Doman Gladys Saulsbury Foundation
Cheryl & Louis Saloom
Wendy Samberg & John Champion
Mary L. Sanders
Geraldine & Richard Scheinberg
Schichor Family Fund
Stacy Schleif
Alice Schumacher
Steven Schwartz
ServPro of the Farmington Valley Marshall Shukun
Ned Shahanan
Elaine & Philip Shapiro
David Shaw
Dyan Kozaczka
Carolyn Signorelli
Adam Silverman MD
Susan Silverman & Barry Simon
Heather Simon
Solnit Fund
Stephen Spear
Barbara Stockler
Susan & Craig Stein
Aline Sterling
Alexandra B. Stevens & Jeffrey A. Cooper
Charitable Fund
Isabel Stevenson PhD
Kim Stevenson
Timothy Sullivan Jr.
Louise Sullivan
Sally Tomiko & David Taraskevich
Stephen Tracy
James Owens
Caroline Turcotte
Karin Twarog
Maryann Ullman
United Way of Greater New Haven
Linne & Ken Ursaki
Purvi & Dr. Jeffrey Vanderplieog
Amy Vanter
Jim Velasquez
Kyhla Velasquez
Mary & Dr. Robert Villanueva
Mary von Herrmann & David Funksouser Patricia Walker
Michael Walsh
Dr. Michael & Jackie Wasta
Andrew Weill
Weinerman Foundation
Eleanor Weinstein
Janice & David Wenzel
Liz & Robert Werner
Michael White Jr.
Deborah & James Wickwire
Lynn & Lee Williamson
Wendy Willinger Jones
Winnick Rubin Hoffnug Peabody & Mendel LLC
Wofsey Rosen Kweleski & Kuriakosy LLP
Jessica Wolf
The Women's Fellowship
Adam Yagaloff
Susan & Tim Yolen
Catherine Zeiner
Lori Fresina
Mary Linda McBride
Melinda Murray & Robert MacDougall
Susan Peck
Barbara Rosin
In honor of Martha Stone
Dr. Andrea Asnes
Bonnie Bayuk
In honor of Alice Rosenthal
Brittany Berkey
In honor of Mischa Oliver Novick, UCONN Law class of 2004
Sally Booth
In honor of Jesse Buccolo and his work to protect and promote the interests of children in Connecticut
Beth Bren
In honor of Elijah & Jay Sicklick
Lisa Cross
Deborah Fried
In honor of Stuart Warner
Jeanmarie Cooper
In honor of Darriana’s artistic endeavors
Kristen Earls
In honor of Nancy Earls
Laura Einstein
In honor of Arnold Rutkin
Jean Florito
In honor of Mr. & Mrs. Martin Florito, Mr. & Mrs. Bruch Florito and Mr. & Mrs. Ralph Silano
Anne & David Francis
In honor of the Stroever and Francis kids
Julie & Jonathan Francis
In honor of Anne & David Francis
Carol Gammell
In honor of Anthony Mellilo, MD
Sarah Goldfarb
In honor of Stacy Schleif
Jennifer Hartshorn
In honor of David Cooney
Brian Hill
In honor of Ott & Hill Families
Jennifer Laptew Williams
In honor of the amazing students of Hartford High and beyond

Matching Gifts
Bank of America Charitable Foundation
Google Matching Gifts
The Hartford
Indeed
Raytheon Technologies
United HealthCare
Voya Financial

Gifts In Honor
Abigail Anderson
Leah Hartman
Robin Keller
Lori Fresina
In honor of CCA Staff
Dr. Andrea Asnes
Dr. Martin Alex Geertma
Jill & Brad Hutensky
Aaron Rachlin
Eileen & Timothy Smith
In honor of Jay Sicklick
JohnAvignone
In honor of Marisa Mascolo Halm
Alison Quinn-Beitscher
Joanne Ramey
In honor of Kathryn Meyer
Kathleen Berry
Glenna & Chet Bronicki
John Duhamel
Carolyn & Leslie Gabel-Brett
Ann Feinberg
Jennifer Laptew Williams
In honor of the amazing students of Hartford High and beyond
Sally Leiderman  
In honor of Lori Nordstrom

Sheila Rao  
In honor of Debra McKenna

Danielle & Rick Reichert  
In honor of Clare Meade

Sive, Paget & Riesel  
In honor of Sabrina Tavi

Evelyn M. Rivera  
In honor of Alan Ritter & Eileen Silverstein

Barrett & Martin Robbins-Planka  
In honor of Chris F. Robbins

Julia Rosenberg  
In honor of Dr. Slivka

Mary Ellen Schloss  
In honor of Janet Schloss

Andrea Spencer  
In honor of Katherine R. Spencer

Sally & Thomas Tresselt  
In honor of Scott Murphy

Patricia Walker  
In honor of Attorney Ellen Morgan

Stacey Violante-Cote  
In honor of Sue & Bill Mastrogiuvanni

Elizabeth Vitale  
In honor of grandchildren Neshima, Emet, Rani, Avi, & Micah

Susan Virotek & William Breck  
In honor of James Helmer & Saul Rothman

Ellie Weinstein  
In honor of Roger & Judi Bunker

Emma Yagaloff  
In honor of my kindergartners

Gifts In Memoriam

In memory of Emily Belval  
Rod Rodriguez

In memory of John & Kathleen Cumminsley  
Debra C. & James Ruel

In memory of Anne P. Delo  
Rosemary Giuliano

In memory of Frank Felder  
Alexandra Dufresne

In memory of Mary Focke Cochrane  
Lynn Cochrane

In memory of Martha Healey  
Sarah & Matt Egan

In memory of Jerome E. Howard  
Marcia Howard  
Cava & Joseph Castagnaro

In memory of Edward Mascolo  
Gary Antigiovanni  
Donna Cannon  
John Kennedy  
Lindsey Leung  
Robert Metz  
Pam Morrow  
Malin Noto

In memory of Ruth Rifkin  
Lois Sullivan

In memory of Lindsey Sablosky  
Janice Wenzel

In memory of Phyllis J. Logsdon  
Gerard Barton

In memory of Elizabeth Brad Noel  
Don Noel

In memory of Lillian Stone  
Fran Ludwig

In memory of Deirdre Redden  
Ned Shanahan

In memory of Dr. & Mrs. Santo T. Ruggieri  
Amy & Justin Ruggieri  
Velstar International LLC

In memory of Auntie & Dad  
Linda Colantoni

In memory of Peter Hawkes  
Arthur Huber  
Tim Hawkes

In memory of Dana Wigutoff  
Eleanor Weinstein

Milestone Match Fund Donors

Ann Anderson  
Hugh Blumenfeld  
Allison & Jay Bombara  
Laura & Timothy Curry  
David Doot  
Rosemarie Fisher  
Lynn Fountain  
Deborah Fried  
Thomas Goldberg  
Caroline Hendel  
Leslie Lajewski  
Amy Lonergan  
Rebecca Matthews JD  
Sally Oldham & Arnold Rutkin  
Ellen Paltiel  
Kenneth Rit  
Rod Rodriguez  
James Rotondo  
Schichor Family Fund  
Jennifer Shulda

In-Kind Donations

Adventure Park At Storrs
Arrigoni Winery
Black Hawk Sport Fishing
Eileen Brennan
Colorblends Wholesale Flowerbulbs
Dakota Steak House
Datto, Inc
Essex Steam Train and Riverboat
Cindy Gartland
Gouveia Vineyards
Harford Flavor Company
Harford Yard Goats
Hawk Ridge Winery
Lara Hescovitch
Indian Springs Golf Club
Infinity Music Hall
JBF Knits
Kramer Portraits
North Country Rivers
Nuturing Hands
Parkville Management
June Porter
Quassy Amusement Park & Waterpark
Rene Soto Gallery
Rhone Apparel
Colleen Shaddox
Sheraton Hartford Hotel at Bradley Airport
Beth Stafford
Stew Leonard’s Newington
Stone Age Rock Gym
Deborah Strano
Total Body Plates & Yoga
Watersprings Media House
Charles Welsh
Robert Wintsch

We would like to thank the following for creating special events to support CCA

Back East Brewery
Challah for Justice - Katherine Barone
Facebook Fundraisers
Kathryn Boucher
Sharika Forde
Courtney Shanney Kingsbury
Kathryn Reinke Meyering
David Marcus
Claude Mayo

Your support allows CCA to be there for these kids when no one else is. To make a contribution, you may donate online at www.cca-ct.org or by mail to:

Center for Children’s Advocacy
65 Elizabeth Street
Hartford, CT 06105
STAFF AND BOARD

STAFF
Martha Stone, JD, Executive Director
Jay Sicklick, JD, Deputy Director
Director, Medical-Legal Partnership Project
Stacey Violante Cote, JD, MSW, Director of Operations
Director, Right Direction: Homeless Youth Advocacy Project
Eileen Brennan, Development and Special Events Manager
Bianca Herlitz-Ferguson, JD, Singer Fellow
Lourdes Fonseca, Community Organizer
Sharika Forde, Office Manager
Marisa M. Halm, JD, Director, TeamChild Youth Justice Project
Tasha Jackson, Finance Director
Kia Levey-Burden, MSW, Project Coordinator
Restorative Justice Project
Kathryn Scheinberg Meyer, JD, Senior Staff Attorney
Medical-Legal Partnership Project; Director, Speak-Up Initiatives
Tiffany Minakhom, Intake Coordinator and Paralegal
LeeAnn Silva Neal, JD, Staff Attorney, Racial Justice Project
Lori Nordstrom, JD, Director, Foundation Relations
Janet Ortiz, Administrative Assistant
Quiana Patton, Paralegal, Medical-Legal Partnership Project
Alice Rosenthal, JD, Senior Staff Attorney
Medical-Legal Partnership Project
Bonnie Roswig, JD, Director, Disability Rights
Medical-Legal Partnership Project
Stacy Schleif, JD, Senior Staff Attorney, Child Welfare Advocacy Project
Charlie Shaddox, Communications Director
Andrea Spencer, PhD, Educational Consultant
Susan Stein, Director of Development
Sabrina Tavi, JD, Pro Bono Director and Senior Staff Attorney
Immigrant Children’s Justice Project
Adam Yagaloff, JD, Staff Attorney
Right Direction: Homeless Youth Advocacy Project

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Claude Mayo, Chair
Kate Boucher, Vice Chair
Stuart Warner, Secretary
Tadeo Rodriguez, Treasurer
Charleen Merced Agosto
Jaria C. Aljoe
Javier Aviles
Mario Borelli
Douglas Colosky
Kathryn Emmett (ex officio)
Laura Ann Froning
Reginald Harwell
Barbara Hennessy
Stephane J. Kirven
Vinny LaRocca
Scott Murphy
Arnold Rutkin
Martha Stone (ex officio)

ADVISORY BOARD
Miriam Berkman
John Brittain
Brett Dignam
L. Philip Guzman
Wesley Horton
Elizabeth Morgan
Eileen Silverstein
Preston Tisdale
Stanley A. Twardy, Jr.
Stephen Wizner

*as of November 2021

We apologize for any errors or omissions. To make a correction, please email ebrennan@cca-ct.org
Mailing Address
65 Elizabeth Street, Hartford, CT 06105

Offices
2074 Park Street, Hartford, CT 06106
860-570-5327

211 State Street, Bridgeport, CT 06604
203-335-0719

CCA at Connecticut Children’s Medical Center
860-545-8581

CCA at Harding High School

CCA at Yale New Haven Hospital
203-688-0113

CCA at Yale Child Study Center

cca-ct.org